
 

 

NEWS AND NOTES 

 
40 YEARS TO THE AIRPORT 

 

Left:  On 16 December 
2017, it will be 40 years 
since the Piccadilly Line 
was extended to Heathrow 
Airport, having previously 
opened to Hatton Cross on 
19 July 1975.  On the 
opening day, the Royal 
train is seen approaching 
Hounslow East, with 
Hounslow East substation 
to the right.  Leading is DM 
244 of 1973 Tube Stock 
which, after the opening 
ceremony, entered 
passenger service the 
same day.  Further 
extensions later took 
place, to Terminal 4 on 12 
April 1986 (the loop was 
opened on 1 April) and to 
Terminal 5 on 27 March 
2008. 

Photo:  Brian Hardy  
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PICCADILLY LINE R.A.T. DÉBUT 

  

 

 

Top:  Two views of the west end RAT 
approaching Acton Town westbound (Top Left) 
and passing through eastbound (Top Right) 
formed 890-690-891.   

Photos: Tommy Cooling (Top Left)    
and Thomas Crame (Top Right) 

Above:  The east end RAT on the eastbound at 
Southgate comprising 864-664-865.  The auto 
couplers on both units are protected from the 
elements by shrouds. 

Left:  The notice placed on the doors on the unit 
seen at Southgate. 

Both photos:  Jason Cross 
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A STOCK RAIL ADHESION OUT AND ABOUT AGAIN 
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Opposite:  With the first D Stock Rail Adhesion Train not yet ready for the 2017 season, the A Stock 
five-car unit is back on Sandite duties.  On 3 October 2017 the train is heading north from platform 1 at 
Harrow-on-the-Hill on a test run (Top), prior to ‘leaf clearing’ beginning the following week.  On 9 
October 2017, the train is heading westbound for Uxbridge, approaching Rayners Lane Junction 
(Lower), about to pass over recently-installed points. 

Photo:  Steve Gibson (Top), Tommy Cooling (Lower) 

ACTON WORKS 

 

 
 
Further to the notes and photograph in 
Underground News No.664, April 2017, 
page 290, the stabling sidings in Acton 
Works have been removed and the building 
at the end of them demolished.  This is an 
artist’s impression of how the new workshop 
will look (Left). 

Image:  Transport for London 

CBTC TESTING 

 

Seen at Hammersmith during CBTC testing (Above), the outside door indicator lights (ODILs) are 
illuminated white, which inform station staff of the train’s imminent departure in a CBTC area.  The light 
housing may also display orange (when doors are opened), flashing orange (after a sensitive edge 
activation on that car), flashing white (passenger emergency alarm) and blue (for de-icing – where 
fitted).   

Photo:  Paul Shirra 
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ANOTHER INCORRECT POSTER 

 
 

 

 

Left and Above:  For the weekend engineering work in the 
Liverpool Street area between 13 and 15 October 2017, 
two errors may be spotted on this poster.  The title should 
surely be ‘Planned line closures’ (as more than one line 
was involved) and under Circle Line, Hammersmith had 
been mis-spelt as ‘Hmammersmith’. 

Photo:  Patrick Joseph 

STORM OPHELIA 

Below:  An unusual side effect from Storm Ophelia on 16 
October 2017 was a darkened orange sky, as seen looking 
west on the DLR at Royal Victoria.  The former hurricane’s 
powerful winds pulled air and dust up from southern Europe 
and Africa – with some spectacular sights. 

Photo:  Jamie Penfold 

 

TEMPORARY SEAT COVERING 

Left:  In times past, when train seats became ‘soiled’ (for 
whatever reason!), the train normally had to be taken out of 
service.  Now, provided staff are alerted, a plastic covering 
is placed over the seat with a warning notice.  This 
particular seat with pictogram is at the ‘priority’ position for 
pregnant women, mothers with babies and those with 
mobility impairments. 

Photo:  Hugh Barnard-Harte 

Opposite:  (Top) Work continues apace at Bank, this being the southbound Northern Line platform on 
13 October 2017.  Presumably where the tunnel rings are exposed will be where the new cross 
passages will be to the new platform and intermediate areas? 

Photo:  Richard Clowser 
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BANK 

 

INDICATOR DIFFERENCES 

Although on the western side of the Circle Line, all trains (both District and Circle lines) are scheduled 
to terminate at Edgware Road.  Train descriptions are thus set up for the signalman’s benefit at 
Edgware Road, to enable him/her to distinguish what service it is, and in which platform the train should 
be reversed.   

From the public’s point of view, all they need to know is that almost any train will be terminating at 
Edgware Road (the more astute will be able to figure out whether it is a Circle or District Line and thus 
know whether it will be cross platform interchange or a hike over the footbridge at Edgware Road).   

The combination of the two lines affects just four stations on the eastbound (High Street Kensington, 
Notting Hill Gate, Bayswater and Paddington), but each station has a different display in the indicators, 
as illustrated below.  Strange … 

HIGH STREET KENSINGTON 

1 Edgware Road (District line) 1 min 

2 Edgware Road (Circle line) 4 mins 

3 Edgware Road (District line) 5 mins 

NOTTING HILL GATE 

1 Edgware Road 1 min 

2 Circle line to Edgware Road 4 mins 

3 Edgware Road 5 mins 
 

BAYSWATER 

1 District line to Edgware Road 1 min 

2 Circle line to Edgware Road 4 mins 

3 District line to Edgware Road 5 mins 

PADDINGTON 

1 Edgware Road 1 min 

2 Edgware Road 4 mins 

3 Edgware Road 5 mins 
 

Also note the continued use of ‘line’ all in lower case (as it is throughout the Underground).  Isn’t the 
‘line’ the name of something and therefore should be ‘Line’?  Maybe not … ?  
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RUSSIAN-THEMED ALL-OVER-AD TRAIN 

 

Launched on 25 October 
2017, S7 21456-21455 has 
been vinyl-wrapped to 
showcase Russia’s cultural 
achievements.  The seven 
carriages each have their 
own displays, being ballet, 
art, literature, cinema, 
architecture, cosmos and 
science, as well as 
showcasing famous sights in 
Moscow.  The carriages are 
decorated red, white and 
blue – the colours of both 
Russia and Britain’s national 
flags.  A poster advert for the 
train is seen (Left) at Bond 
Street (middle passageway) 
on 28 October 2017. 

Photo:  Colin Smith 

The poster tells us the train will be carrying the special livery for three months.  On 27 October 2017, 
DM 21455 leads at High Street Kensington (Below) on an inner rail Circle Line working.  This car 
promotes Russian literature. 

Photo:  Alex Thorkildson 

 

Opposite:  (Left to right, from the top) Views of cars 22455, 24455, 24456, 23456, 22456 and 21456, 
all taken at Hammersmith.   

All photos:  Kim Rennie 
Opposite: (Bottom) Close up of the wrappings on 21455 and 22456. 

Both photos:  Alex Thorkildson 
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A CHANGE OF DIRECTION 

 

 

Above:  Over ten years ago, LU’s then Managing Director, Tim O’Toole, began and completed a 
process of “removing retail from the platform environment”, by removing such ‘clutter’ as chocolate 
machines (Left), huge drinks dispensers, etc., seen at Farringdon on 1 August 2007.  He left LU in 
2009 and it now seems the policy is dead and buried.  Seen on the eastbound platform at Westminster 
at the west end (Right) on 27 October 2017 is a takeaway Costa Coffee – there is also one on the 
westbound platform.  Such outlets are springing up elsewhere on the network – but only where there 
is money to be made!  They appear to be the modern equivalent of the old station buffet bars but 
without the alcohol element – but coffee seems the ‘fix’ of the 2010s ... 

Photos:  Brian Hardy (Left) and Kim Rennie (Right) 

RAYNERS LANE 
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Although the Uxbridge line goods yards closed in 
August 1964 and were converted to car parks, the 
one at Rayners Lane retained a section, which was 
used from time to time by engineers’ trains.  Only a 
small section of four-rail track with pointwork has 
been retained for training (Opposite, Lower) with 
demonstration current rail section switch boxes at 
far left.  Following the recent replacement of points 
at Rayners Lane Junction, and previously featured 
in Underground News, what remained of the goods 
yard was used to prefabricate the new pointwork.  
Now that work has finished, the tracks have been 
removed although some rails remain dumped.  This 
view (Above) is on 28 October 2017. 

Both photos:  Brian Hardy 

CHORLEYWOOD 

It is reported that the last ‘manual’ train indicator, 
which survives at Chorleywood (Left), is scheduled 
for removal.  It was new when the southbound 
platform reopened on 9 August 1982 after fire 
damage.  It is seen, complete with anti-pigeon 
spikes, on 25 October 2017 displaying all possible 
stations, as it is switch-operated by staff.  Of 
course, not all of these would be displayed at once 
for trains.  This replaced the wooden finger boards 
which were also used at one time on the Uxbridge 
branch and the Barnet branch of the Northern Line.   

Photo:  Tony Gauntlett 
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EALING COMMON DEPOT 

 

Work continues apace on the rebuilding of the west end of Ealing Common Depot to accommodate S 
Stock trains.  Seen on 25 October 2017 (Above), scaffold is under construction and rising to the apex 
of the shed to provide access for demolition of the gable end wall.  The west end of the depot looking 
east (Below).  To the left of No.1 shed road are the offices, originally the offices of the District Railway’s 
Mill Hill Park Works.  Although a District Railway depot, built for the DR’s electrification, it wasn’t 
uncommon for Piccadilly Line Gate Stock trains to visit here for overhaul.  It will be interesting to see 
if the 1905 ‘look’ of the depot will be destroyed during reconstruction work, as it was at the east end, 
with completely new finishes. 

Both photos:  Chris Brown 

 


